EDF group’s net generation by country (in GWhe) at 31/12/2018

The Group’s operating performance was marked mainly by an increase in nuclear generation in France, and very high rainfall in Europe. In the United Kingdom, the fall in nuclear output (4.8 TWh less than in 2017) was attributable for the most part to two extended shutdowns for graphite inspections and safety studies, as well as two additional scheduled shutdowns.

Data consolidated according to EDF’s percentage ownership in Group companies, including associates and joint ventures.

The values correspond to the expression to the first decimal or integer closest to the sum of the precise values, taking into account rounding.

(1) Including small hydropower plants in France and assets in overseas France.
(2) Installed capacity sold in May 2018. January-May generation included in the 2018 figure.
(3) Excluding EDF Renewables’ energy storage capacity and biogas generation.
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